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Abstract—Green wireless communications have received considerable attention recently in hope of finding novel solutions
to improve energy efficiency for the ubiquity of wireless applications. In this paper, we argue and show that the timereversal (TR) signal transmission is an ideal paradigm for green
wireless communications because of its inherent nature to fully
harvest energy from the surrounding environment by exploiting
the multi-path propagation to re-collect all the signal energy that
would have otherwise been lost in most existing communication
paradigms. A green wireless technology must ensure low energy
consumption and low radio pollution to others than the intended
user. In this paper, we show through theoretical analysis, numerical simulations and experiment measurements that the TR
wireless communications, compared to the conventional direct
transmission using a Rake receiver, reveals significant transmission power reduction, achieves high interference alleviation ratio,
and exhibits large multi-path diversity gain. As such it is an ideal
paradigm for the development of green wireless systems. The
theoretical analysis and numerical simulations show an order of
magnitude improvement in terms of transmit power reduction
and interference alleviation. Experimental measurements in a
typical indoor environment also demonstrate that the transmit
power with TR based transmission can be as low as 20% of
that without TR, and the average radio interference (thus radio
pollution) even in a nearby area can be up to 6 dB lower. A
strong time correlation is found to be maintained in the multipath channel even when the environment is varying, which
indicates high bandwidth efficiency can be achieved in TR radio
communications.
Index Terms—Green wireless communications, time reversal,
energy efficiency, low radio pollution.

I. I NTRODUCTION
N RECENT years, with the explosive growth of wireless
communication industry in terms of network infrastructures, network users, and various new applications, the energy
consumption of wireless networks and devices is experiencing
a dramatic increase. Because of ubiquity of wireless applications, such an increasing energy consumption not only
results in a high operational cost and an urgent demand for
battery/energy capacity to wireless communications operators,
but also causes a more severe electromagnetic (EM) pollution
to the global environment. Therefore, an emerging concept of
“Green Communications” has received considerable attention
in hope of finding novel solutions to improve energy efficiency,
relieve/reduce radio pollution to unintended users, and maintain/improve performance metrics.
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In this paper, we argue and show that the time-reversal (TR)
signal transmission is an ideal paradigm for green wireless
communications because of its inherent nature to fully harvest
energy from the surrounding environment by exploiting the
multi-path propagation, as shown in Fig. 1, to re-collect all
the signal energy that would have otherwise been lost in
most existing communication paradigms. To qualify as a green
wireless technology, one must meet two basic requirements:
one is low energy consumption (environmental concerns) and
the other is low radio pollution to others (health concerns)
besides the intended transmitter and receiver. We will illustrate
in this paper that the time-reversal paradigm not only meets
the above two criteria but also exhibits a very high multi-path
diversity gain, as well as preserving high bandwidth efficiency
due to high channel correlation in practice.
TR wireless communication has been known for some time;
however, its applications have been mainly considered as a
specialty use for extreme multi-path environment. Therefore,
not much development and interest can be seen beyond
defense applications. The history of applying TR to communication systems dates back to early 1990’s. In TR communications, when transceiver A wants to transmit information
to transceiver B, transceiver B first has to send a delta-like
pilot pulse that propagates through a scattering and multi-path
environment and the signals are received by transceiver A;
then, transceiver A simply transmits the time-reversed signals
back through the same channel to transceiver B. By utilizing
channel reciprocity, TR essentially leverages the multi-path
channel as a matched filter, i.e., treats the environment as
a facilitating matched filter computing machine, and focuses
the wave at the receiver in both space and time domains. As
such one can readily see the low-complexity nature of TR
communications.
Experiments on TR in acoustics and ultrasound domains [1]
[2] [3] [4] have shown that acoustic energy can be refocused
on the source with very high resolution, and the focusing
effect in real propagation environments was further validated
by underwater acoustics experiments in the ocean [5] [6]
[7]. Since TR can make full use of multi-path propagation
and also requires no complicated channel measurements and
estimation, it has been also studied in wireless communication systems. Spatial and temporal focusing properties of
EM signal transmission with TR have been demonstrated
in [8] [9] [10] by taking measurements in radio frequency
(RF) communications. A TR-based interference canceller to
mitigate the effect of clutter was presented in [11], and target
detection in a highly cluttered environment using TR was
investigated in [12] [13].
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from practical indoor multi-path channels are shown in Section
V. We briefly present a few prospective applications of the TRbased technology based on its focusing effect in Section VI,
which suggest that TR-based communication is a promising
direction in addition to power efficiency and low interference
pollution. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this paper, we consider a slow fading wireless channel
with a large delay spread. The channel impulse response (CIR)
at time k between the transmitter and the receiver in discrete
time domain is modeled as
h[k] =

L−1


hl δ[k − l],

(1)

l=0

Fig. 1.

Illustration of a typical urban multi-path environment.

Leveraging from the spatial and temporal focusing effect,
in this paper, we show that the TR technique is indeed an
ideal green wireless communication paradigm which can efficiently harvest energy from the environment. We first derive
the theoretical transmission power reduction and interference
alleviation of the TR-based transmission compared to direct
transmission with a Rake receiver. Our theoretical analysis
and simulations show that a potential of over an order of
magnitude of power reduction and interference alleviation can
be achieved. We also investigate the multi-path diversity gain
of the TR-based transmission, in which we demonstrate a very
high multi-path diversity gain exhibiting in a TR system. In
essence, TR transmission treats each multi-path as a virtual
antenna and makes full use of all the multi-paths.
Experimental results obtained from measurements in real
RF multi-path environment are shown to demonstrate the
great potential of TR-based transmission as an energy-efficient
green wireless communication paradigm. It is found that in a
typical indoor multi-path environment, in order to achieve the
same receiver performance, TR-based transmission only costs
as low as 20 % of the transmission power needed in direct
transmission; moreover, the average interference can be up to
6 dB lower than that caused by direct transmission when the
interfered receiver is only 1 m away from the intended receiver.
It is also shown from channel measurements in different time
epochs that, a static indoor multi-path environment is strongly
time-correlated; therefore, there is no need for the receiver to
keep sending pilot pulses to the transmitter, and the spectral
efficiency can be much higher than typically achieved value
of 50 %. We also performed extensive numerical simulation
to validate the theoretical derivation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the system model and multi-path channel model.
In Section III, we investigate the performance of the TRbased transmission in terms of power reduction, interference
alleviation, and multi-path diversity gain. Simulation studies
are presented in Section IV, and experimental results obtained

where hl is the complex amplitude of l-th tap of the CIR, and
L is the number of channel taps. Since we assume that the
channel is slow fading, the channel taps will not vary during
the observation time. To gain some insight into the TR system
while keeping the model analytically tractable, the CIRs
associated with different receivers at different locations are
assumed to be independent, e.g., when the receivers are very
far apart. Furthermore, we assume independence among the
taps of each CIR, i.e., the paths of each CIR are uncorrelated.
Each h[l] is a circular symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG)
random variable with zero mean and
E[|h[l]|2 ] = e

−

lTS
σT

,

(2)

where TS is the sampling period of this system such that 1/TS
equals the system bandwidth B, and σT is the delay spread
[14] of the channel.
A TR-based communication system is very simple. For
example, a base station tries to transmit some information to
an end user. Prior to the transmission, the end user has to send
out a delta-like pilot pulse which propagates to the base station
through a multi-path channel, where the base station keeps a
record of the received waveform. Then, the base station time
reverses the received waveform, and use the normalized timereversed conjugate signals as a basic waveform, i.e.,

L−1

2
∗
|h[l]| , k = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1.
g[k] = h [L − 1 − k] 
l=0

(3)
In the above equation, we ignore the noise term to simplify
derivation1. Thanks to the channel reciprocity, the multi-path
channel forms a natural matched filter to the basic waveform
g[k], k = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1, and hence a peak is expected at the
receiver.
The base station loads the data stream on the basic waveform, and transmits the signal into the wireless channel.
Usually the baud rate is much lower than the sampling rate,
and the ratio of the sampling rate to the baud rate is also
known as the rate back-off factor D [10]. Mathematically, if a
sequence of information symbols are denoted by {X[k]} and
assumed to be i.i.d. complex random variables with zero mean
1 By sending a large number of channel training sequences from the receiver,
the noise term is diminishing asymptotically.
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Subject to the one-tap constraint, the receiver is designed
to estimate X[k − L−1
D ] solely based on the observation of
Y [k]. Then, the remaining components of Y [k] can be further
categorized into inter-symbol interference (ISI) and noise, as
shown in the following

The block diagram of a TR-based communication system.

and a variance of P , the transmitted signal into the wireless
channels can be expressed as


S[k] = X [D] ∗ g [k],
(4)
where X

[D]

X[k/D],
0,

if k mod D = 0,
if k mod D =
 0.

(5)

Accordingly, the down-sampled signal Y [k] is as follows (for
simplicity, L − 1 is assumed to be a multiple of D)
(2L−2)/D



(h ∗ g)[Dl]X[k − l] + an[k],

(2L−2)/D



+a

(N oise) (10)

l=0

where EX [·] represents the expectation over X. Similarly, the
ISI can be derived as
⎡
2⎤
⎢
PISI = EX ⎢
⎣

(2L−2)/D


l=0

⎥
(h ∗ g)[Dl]X[k − l] ⎥
⎦

l=(L−1)/D
(2L−2)/D

=P
l=0

(ISI)

Given a specific realization of the random CIRs, from eqn.
(10), one can calculate the signal power PSig as2

2
L−1
]
PSig = EX (h ∗ g)[L − 1]X[k −
D
L−1


2
2
= P |(h ∗ g)[L − 1]| = P
|h[l]| , (11)

(7)

where
(h ∗ g)[k] =

(h ∗ g)[Dl]X[k − l]

+ an[k]

l=0

L−1

(Signal)

l=(L−1)/D

The signal received at the receiver is the convolution
of {S[k]} and {h[k]}, plus additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) {ñi [k]} with zero-mean and variance σ 2 . The receiver simply performs a one-tap gain adjustment to the
received signal, i.e., multiplying a coefficient a, and then
down-samples it with the same factor D. The signal before
down-sampling can be represented as


(6)
Y [D] [k] = a X [D] ∗ g ∗ h [k] + añ[k].

Y [k] = a

L−1
]
D

l=0

[k] is an up-sampled sequence of X[k],

X [D] [k] =

Y [k]= a(h ∗ g)[L − 1]X[k −



2

|(h ∗ g)[Dl]| ,

(12)

l=0

l=(L−1)/D

h[l]h∗ [L − 1 − k + l]
L−1
l=0

,

(8)

2

|h[l]|

with k = 0, 1, · · · , 2L − 2, and n[k] = ñ[Dk], a white
Gaussian additive noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 .
The block diagram of a TR-based communication system is
summarized in Fig. 2, and we can see that both the transmitter
and receiver are of very low complexity.
III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
In this part, we compare the performance of the TR system to that of conventional direct transmission with Rake
receivers, and evaluate several performance metrics, including
the transmit power in order to achieve the same signalto-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR), and the interference
caused to unintended receivers. Finally, we analyze the multipath gain of the TR system.

As D increases, the ISI term PISI will gradually decrease.
In the regime where D is such a large positive number that
PISI → 0, we can focus on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
only:
PSig
SNR = 2 .
(13)
σ
Without using the TR-based transmission, we can express
the received signal of direct transmission as
Y DT [k] = (X ∗ h)[k] + n[k] =

L−1


h[l]X[k − l] + n[k], (14)

l=0

where the superscript “DT” represents “direct transmission”,
and the AWGN n[k] has a zero mean and a variance σ 2 . Using
a Rake receiver with LR fingers, the received signal power3
can be expressed as [21]
DT
PSig

=P

DT

L
R −1

|h(l) |2 ,

(15)

l=0

A. Power Reduction
Note that in (8), when k = L − 1, it corresponds to the
maximum-power central peak of the autocorrelation function
of the CIR, i.e.

L−1

2
|h[l]| .
(9)
(h ∗ g)[L − 1] = 
l=0

where P DT denotes the transmit power of direct transmission,
and h(l) ’s, l = 0, 1, · · · , LR −1, represent the LR channel taps
with the LR largest immediate tap gains.
2 Note that the one-tap gain a does not affect the effective SNR (or SINR),
so we consider it as a = 1 in the subsequent analysis unless otherwise
mentioned.
3 We assume that rate back-off factor D for direct transmission is also large
enough so that the ISI is negligible.
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In order for the TR system and the direct transmission to
have the same performance, i.e., SNRT R = SNRDT , we must
have
DT
PSig = PSig
.
(16)
Then, we can express the ratio of the transmission power of
the two schemes as
rP =

P
P DT

=

LR −1
|h(l) |2
l=0
,
L−1
2
l=0 |h[l]|

(17)

In order to derive the numerator of (18), one needs to
analyze the order statistics of the |h[l]|2 ’s. However, since the
|h[l]|2 ’s are not identically distributed and it is also unknown
which LR out of all the |h[l]|2 ’s are the LR largest channel
taps, it is very difficult to obtain the closed-form expression of
the numerator in (18). Therefore, we will first assume that the
|h[l]|2 ’s are identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.),
and derive the numerator of (18). Then we will calibrate the
results for non-identically distributed |h[l]|2 ’s.
Before we start our analysis, let us first introduce the
concept of quantile [15] in order statistics. Denote F (z) as
the distribution function for a continuous random variable.
Definition 1: Suppose that F (z) is continuous and strictly
increasing when 0 < F (z) < 1. For 0 < q < 1, the q-quantile
of F (z) is a number zq such that F (zq ) = q. If F −1 represent
the inverse of F (z), then zq = F −1 (q).
Now, let us suppose that the h[l]’s are i.i.d random variables;

then, |h[l]|2 are also i.i.d. Denote Zl = |h[l]|2 for short, and the
numerator in (18) can be approximated by the sample mean,
i.e.,


L
LR −1
n
R −1
1 
i
Z(l) ≈ lim
z(l)
,
(19)
E
n→∞ n
i=1
l=0

i
≥
where the superscript i denote the i-th trial, and z(0)
i
i
i
z(1) ≥ · · · ≥ z(LR −1) ≥ · · · ≥ z(L−1) represent the ordered
descending realization of the Zl ’s in the i-th trial.
Since the Zl ’s are now supposed to be i.i.d. and the relation
between LR and L generally satisfies L  LR , we can further
approximate (19) as

L
nLR −1
R −1
1 
Z(l) ≈ lim
z(l) ,
(20)
E
n→∞ n
l=0

However, the Zl ’s are not identically distributed, so we need
to calibrate the results
obtained in (21). An upper bound of

LR −1
2
E
|h
|
can
be obtained by substituting the largest
(l)
l=0
quantile in (21), i.e.,

L
R −1


E
Z(l) ≤ LR E Z(0) |Z(0) ≥ z(0),q ,
(22)
l=0

and the ratio of the expected transmission power needed for
TR and direct transmission can be expressed as


LR −1
2
E
|h
|
(l)
l=0
E[P ]
=
.
(18)
τP =
L−1
2
E[P DT ]
l=0 E[|h[l]| ]

l=0

1701

l=0

where the z(l) ’s, l = 0, · · · , nLR −1, represent the nLR largest
realizations among the nL realizations of the random variable
Zl . Since z(nLR −1) , the smallest realization among the z(l) ’s,
l = 0, · · · , nLR − 1, is no less than nL − nLR out of the total
nL realizations, (20) can be approximated as

L
R −1
Z(l) ≈ LR E [Zl |Zl ≥ zl,q ] ,
(21)
E
l=0

where zl,q is the q-quantile of Zl ’s distribution FZl (z), with
R
R
q = nL−nL
= L−L
nL
L .

and an approximation can be expressed as
 L −1
L
R −1
R



Z(l) ≈
E Z(l) |Z(l) ≥ z(l),q ,
E
l=0

(23)

l=0

where z(0),q ≥ · · · ≥ z(LR −1),q ≥ · · · ≥ z(L−1),q , and
Z(0) , · · · , Z(LR −1) are corresponding random variables.
As defined earlier in Section II, h[l] is a CSCG random
 − lTs
− lTs
variable with E[|h[l]|2 ] = e σT . Denote σl2 = e σT , then
|h[l]|2
∼ χ2 (k), with k = 2. In the special case of k = 2, a
σl2 /2
2
χ (k) distribution is equivalent to an exponential distribution
Exp(λ) with λ = 12 . After some mathematical derivation, we
can get the distribution function of Zl as

− z2
σ
l ,z ≥ 0,
1
−
e
FZl (z) =
(24)
0,
z < 0.
Therefore, Zl is also exponentially distributed, with mean
− lTs
E[Zl ] = σl2 = e σT . Solving the inverse function of FZl (z)
R
yields the q-quantile of Zl
and substituting q = L−L
L
zl,q = −σl2 ln(1 − q) = e

s
− lT
σ
T

ln(

L
).
LR

(25)

Considering the approximation in (23), z(l),q is the (l + 1)th largest q-quantile corresponding to zl,q in (25), and Z(l)
corresponds to Zl ∼ Exp(1/σl2 ), we can get





L
− lTs
(26)
E Z(l) |Z(l) ≥ z(l),q = 1 + ln
e σT .
LR
Then, the numerator of (18) can approximated as
 
 L

L
R −1
R −1
L
− lTs
2
E
|h(l) | ≈ 1 + ln
e σT ,
LR
l=0

(27)

l=0

and the upper bound in (22) becomes




L
R −1
L
2
E
|h(l) | ≤ LR 1 + ln
.
LR

(28)

l=0

Note that for the |h[l]|2 ’s, l = 0, 1, · · · , L − 1, when l
− lTs
is very large, E[|h[l]|2 ] = e σT may become very small
if lTs  σT , and the |h[l]|2 ’s with very small mean values
can be negligible compared to those |h[l]|2 ’s with large mean
values. Therefore, to make the upper bound tight and the
approximation more precise, we only keep the significant
paths whose expected gain is larger than a pre-determined
− lTs
parameter4 , i.e., E[|h[l]|2 ] = e σT ≥ . The index of the
last significant path is Lc = σTTs ln(−1 ) , while the rest paths
4 Choices of different  values will affect the approximation, e.g., a greater
value of  may tighten the upper bound. In this work, we fix  = 10−3 ,
a properly chosen value after trial-and-error, but how to choose a good  is
beyond the scope of the paper.
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indexed l = Lc + 1, Lc + 2, · · · , L − 1 are neglected in the
approximation. Replacing L with Lc in (27) and (28), and
substituting them back into (18), we get approximate τP as



Lc
1 − e−LR Ts /σT
,
(29)
τP ≈ 1 + ln
LR
1 − e−LTs /σT
with an upper bounded



Lc
1 − e−Ts /σT
τP ≤ LR 1 + ln
.
LR
1 − e−LTs /σT

For simplicity, we still omit the ISI term by assuming that D
is a large positive number, then the interference perceived by
the victim receiver is equal to the signal power of Y1 [k], i.e.,
L−1

I T R = P |(h1 ∗ g)[L − 1]|2 = P

Y1DT [k] = (h1 ∗ X)[k] + n1 [k] =

with h1 [l] being the l-th tap of the CIR and L the length of
the CIR. Each h1 [l] has the same distribution as h[l], i.e., a
circular symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with a
−lTs
zero mean and a variance e σT , but they are assumed to be
independent due to the location difference.
Then, we can express the received signal from the transmitter at the victim receiver with the TR-based transmission
as
Y1 [k]= a(h1 ∗ g)[L − 1]X[k −

L−1
]
D

(Signal)

(2L−2)/D



(h1 ∗ g)[Dl]X[k − l]

(ISI)

l=0

l=(L−1)/D

+ an1 [k]

(N oise)(32)

h1 [l]X[k − l] + n1 [k].

l=0

l=0

(35)
and we can obtain the ratio of the interference caused by the
two schemes as
IT R
rI = DT .
(36)
I
Define
E[I T R ]
τI =
(37)
E[I DT ]
as the ratio of the expected interference caused by TR and
direct transmission. Substituting (33) and (35) into (37) and
taking expectation with respect to h and h1 , we can approximate τI as

2
L−1

E
L−1

l=0

h1 [l]h∗ [l]

2

|h[l]|

 L−1

l=0
L−1

l=0

2



|h1 [l]|


!2
E |h[l]|2
L−1

=τP L−1 l=0 
2
2
E
|h[l]| · E
|h1 [l]|
l=0

(31)

l=0

+a

L−1


(34)
Then, the interference at the un-intended receiver can be
expressed as
⎡
⎤
2
L−1
L−1


I DT = EX ⎣
h1 [l]X[k − l] ⎦ = P DT
|h1 [l]|2 ,

E

h1,l δ[k − l],

(33)

l=0

τI ≈τP
In this part, we will compare the interference that a
transmitter causes to an un-intended receiver using TR-based
transmission to that using direct transmission. Assume the CIR
between the transmitter to the un-intended victim receiver is

.
2

|h[l]|

With direct transmission, the received signal perceived by
the victim receiver can be written as

B. Interference Alleviation

L−1


l=0
L−1
l=0

(30)

Since the number of taps of the CIR is in general much
greater than the number of fingers of a Rake receiver, we
1 − e−LTs /σT , and LR (1 −
usually have 1 − e−LR Ts /σT
−Ts /σT
−LTs /σT
e
)
1−e
. Thus, the ratio of the power
needed for a TR system to achieve the same performance
as direct transmission is much less than 1. With a typical
number of fingers LR = 4 (for example, 3GPP2 recommends
the Rake receiver shall provide a minimum of four fingers
for the CDMA 2000 system [16]) and the channel length L
= 200, the value of (29) is about 0.1, which implies an order
of magnitude reduction in power consumption. According to
our experiment and simulation results with typical parameters
setting, the energy needed for a TR-based transmission can
be as low as 20 % of that needed for a direct transmission
with Rake receivers. When the rate back-off factor D is not
large, both TR system and the direct transmission face the
ISI problem. Although it is difficult to analyze accurately, it
has been shown that [19] the temporal focusing effects of
TR can significantly reduce the presence of ISI by reducing
the channel delay spread. Thus, we expect a similar or even
higher level of power reduction can be achieved. Therefore,
TR is expected to achieve a much better power efficiency than
direct transmission.

h1 [k] =

2

h1 [l]h∗ [l]

=τP 

=τP

(38)

l=0

s
L−1 − 2lT
σT
l=0 e
s
L−1 − lT
σT
l=0 e

1+e

s
− LT
σ
T

1−e

− σTs
T

,
1−e T 1+e T
where the second equality holds since h[l] and h1 [l] are i.i.d.
random variables, and h[l] and h1 [k] are independent for l =
k. Note that the ratio of the expected transmission power τP
should be chosen according to (18) in order to maintain the
same performance.
In general, the observation time LTs satisfies LTs  σT ,
and the sampling period TS is much smaller than the delay
spread σT , and thus we know that τI is much less than 1.
According to our simulation results with typical parameters,
under the ideal assumption that channel responses of two
different locations are completely independent, interference
s
− LT
σ

·

2

− σTs
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C. Multi-Path Gain of TR
Since TR can utilize the multi-paths as virtual multiantennas, the multiple paths can provide spatial diversity.
In this part, we briefly talk about the maximum achievable
diversity order of TR transmission.
We first consider a binary
phase-shift keying
√ (BPSK) sig√
naling with amplitude P , i.e., X[k] = ± P . By omitting
the ISI term, the error probability of detecting X is
⎞
⎛



 L−1


PSig
|h[l]|2 SNR⎠ ,
(39)
= Q ⎝2
Q
σ 2 /2

E[rP] vs. LR

0.5

0.4

0.1

0

SNR · e

l=0

=

s
− lT
σ

−1

−22

e

lTs
σT

E[rI] (dB)

−26
−28
−30
−32
simulation (L=100)
theory (L=100)
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L(L−1)Ts
2σT

−38

0

5
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Number of fingers of the Rake receiver
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(SNR)−L

l=0

=e

−24

−36

(40)
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where SNR = P/σ is the signal-to-noise ratio per symbol
time, and Q(·) is the complementary cumulative distribution
function of an N (0, 1) random variable. By averaging over
the random tap gain h and following similar analysis as in
[22], we can express the overall error probability as
L−1
−1
&
− lTs
1 + SNR · e σT
pe ≤

simulation (L=100)
theory (L=100)
simulation (L=200)
theory (L=200)
simulation (L=300)
theory (L=300)

0.6

E[rP]

could be made 20 dB lower by using the TR-based system.
Even for a practical environment where correlation between
channel responses does exist, our experiment measurements
show that the interference alleviation can be up to 6 dB
when the victim receiver is only 1 m away from the intended
receiver. Therefore, the interference caused to an un-intended
receiver with the TR-based transmission is greatly reduced
compared to direct transmission.
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Thus, the maximum achievable diversity of TR-filtering is
L. Similar conclusions can be drawn when other modulation
schemes are used, such as quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM) and M -ary phase-shift keying (PSK). For example, if
an M -QAM is used, the error probability of a symbol for a
fixed channel can be represented by
0v
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l=0
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√
where K = 1 − 1/ M and bQAM = 3/(M − 1) [17]. Note
that the second term can be dropped because we are interested
in the upper bound, and similar derivation can be applied to
show that the error probability is asymptotically proportional
−L
to (SNR) .
We have assumed that multi-paths on different channel taps
are independent, and there are L independent multi-paths in
total, which account for the diversity order of L. In practice,
however, it is possible that some multi-path components on
nearby channel taps are correlated, and there are possibly some
channel taps on which no multi-paths fall in. In that case, we
only consider those independent multi-paths, and according
to our analysis, the diversity order of a TR system should be
equal to the number of independent multi-paths.

Fig. 4. The expected interference alleviation of a TR-based communication
system compared with an LR -finger Rake receiver.

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In this part, we present some simulation results about the
performance of TR transmission, and justify the theoretical
results derived in Section III. Simulation results shown in this
section are obtained by choosing σT = 125Ts in the system
model. We are interested in the impact of LR (number of
fingers of the Rake receiver) and L (number of channel taps)
on the system performance. Because 3GPP2 recommends the
Rake receiver shall provide a minimum of four fingers for the
CDMA 2000 system [16], and too many fingers may result in
unaffordable complexity, we believe comparing the TR-based
transmission with a Rake receiver who has four to eight fingers
is a relative fair comparison.
In Fig. 3, we compare τP approximated in (29) (denoted
by “theory”) with the value of E[rP ] by averaging rP over
5000 channel realizations. LR is varied from 1 to 20, and L is
chosen from {100, 200, 300}. We can see that, as an analytical
approximation of E[rP ], τP matches simulation results very
well in a wide range of LR (1 ≤ LR < 15). When there
are fewer fingers in the Rake receiver, direct transmission
can only get a worse equalization. Thus, in order to have
the same receiver performance, direct transmission costs an
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increasing amount of transmission power compared to TR, and
TR becomes more energy-efficient than direct transmission,
reflected by a decreasing E[rP ]. In addition, TR can benefit
more from a richer multi-path environment, as shown by the
decrease in E[rP ] when L increases from 100 to 300.
In Fig. 4, we compare τI with E[rI ] which is obtained
by averaging rI over 5000 realizations. We can see that the
τI also matches the simulation results E[rI ] very well. Under
the system model defined in Section II, the interference caused
by TR is 22 dB to 38 dB lower than the interference of direct
transmission, depending on different choices of LR and L.
Under a normal parameter setting, e.g., L = 200 and LR = 6,
the interference of TR is about 30 dB lower, which indicates
TR signal transmission can greatly reduce the interference and
is thus much “greener”.
To simplify the analysis of τP and τI , we have assumed D
is so large that the ISI becomes negligible in Section III. In
order to better understand the impact of the parameter D on
the transmit power reduction and the interference alleviation,
we use simulations to demonstrate E[rP ] and E[rI ] where the
ISI cannot be neglected in the received signal for both direct
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Fig. 8. Expected interference alleviation for a TR-based system vs. direct
transmission (IEEE 802.15.4a channel model).

transmission and TR-based transmission. In Fig. 5, we show
the ratio between the transmit signal power required by the
two schemes against the noise power, in order to achieve the
same received SINR performance. For illustration purpose, we
choose LR = 6 fingers and L = 21 channel taps. The value
of factor D is chosen from {5, 10, 15} to represent very large,
medium, and small ISI, respectively. The blue line with legend
“equal” is used to represent the benchmark P DT = P T R
for comparing the transmit power of the two schemes. We
see from Fig. 5 that in order to achieve the same receiver
performance, direct transmission usually requires 2∼3 dB
higher transmit power than TR-based transmission. In Fig. 6,
we show the interference power comparison when the transmit
power of the two schemes follows the relation shown in Fig. 5.
We can see that the interference at a victim receiver caused by
TR-based transmission is around 13 dB lower than that caused
by direct transmission, when D varies in [1, 21]. This clearly
shows that the capability of power reduction and interference
alleviation of TR-based transmission remains even if we want
to transmit the signals with a higher data rate, i.e., a smaller
D.
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V. E XPERIMENTAL M EASUREMENTS
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In this part, we demonstrate some experimental measurements taken in practical multi-path channels. The tested signal
bandwidth spans from 490 MHz to 870 MHz, centered at
the carrier frequency 680 MHz. Two measurement sites are
considered, an office room and a corridor, both of which are
located on the second floor of the J. H. Kim Engineering
Building at the University of Maryland. The layout of the
two sites are given in Fig. 10, where transceiver A transmits
time-reversed signals to transceiver B, and electromagnetic
waves are reflected by walls, ceiling/floor, and other objects
in the surrounding area. We fixed the location of transceiver
A, whereas moving transceiver B in a rectangular area (the
length is about four wave lengths) in the experiment.
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In Section II, in order to make the performance analysis
tractable, we have assumed a specific channel model as defined
in eqn. (2). In order to have a more comprehensive comparison
on the performance of TR-based transmission and direct
transmission, we also conduct numerical simulations under
practical channel models. Although 3GPP channel model is
a prevailing channel model, it does not fit in the proposed
TR-based scheme, because 3GPP channel models only apply
to narrow-band systems, while the TR-based scheme requires
a frequency bandwidth of at least several hundred MHz so
as to have a plenty of multipath components. As will be
seen in the next section, the bandwidth in the experimental
measurements actually spans from 490 MHz to 870 MHz. Due
to this reason, we chose the IEEE 802.15.4a channel model
[23] which is a standard model for wideband transmissions,
and simulated both the indoor LOS scenario with L ∼ 100
taps and the outdoor NLOS scenario with L ∼ 500 taps. The
simulation results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, where the xaxis denotes the number of fingers of the Rake receiver varying
from 1 to 20, and the y-axis denotes the expected power
reduction and interference alleviation, respectively. As can be
seen from these figures, compared to direct transmission using
a 6-finger Rake receiver, TR-based transmission only needs
62% transmit power while reducing the interference by 23
dB in an indoor environment, and for outdoor, TR only needs
48% transmit power while reducing the interference by 27 dB.
These clearly show the advantage of TR-based scheme over
direct transmission in a practical wireless channel.
Finally, in Fig. 9, we show the multi-path gain of TR, where
the channel length is chosen5 as L = 5 and the rate back-off
factor is D = 5. We can see that in the high SNR regime, the
diversity order of TR is around 5, which equals L and thus
justifies the derivation in Section III-C.

5 Although the real channel length is generally much longer than the chosen
parameter, computers cannot afford the simulation using real channel length
that requires 10L channel realizations to get an error bit. Therefore, we choose
a much shorter multi-path channel just for illustration purpose.

In Fig. 11, we show the amplitude of the channel impulse
response (CIR) in the two tested sites. Due to the plentiful
reflections by the walls of the small room, there are more
paths (larger delay spread) for the office environment than
in the corridor. Moreover, the amplitude also decays more
slowly in the office environment, since the signal waveforms
are bounced back and forth and thus last longer in time. In
Fig. 11(c), we show the normalized magnitude of the received
signals using the TR transmission in the corridor. We see
clearly that TR can compress a substantial portion of signal
power into very few taps, i.e., has the temporal focusing effect.
B. Power Reduction
Due to the temporal focusing effect, TR can utilize the
multi-paths as multiple antennas to harvest energy from the
environment. By varying the number of fingers of a Rake
receiver for direct transmission, we show the ratio of the
transmission power of a TR system over direct transmission
in Fig. 12. We can see that in order to achieve the same
receiver performance, TR only costs as low as 30 % of the
transmission power of direct transmission, given that a Rake
receiver usually has less ten fingers, for both the office and
the corridor. When the Rake receiver has six fingers, the
ratio of power reduces to 20 % for the office and 24 % for
the corridor. This shows that TR can achieve highly energyefficient communication without requiring much complexity
for the transmitter and the receiver. It is worth noting that the
experimental measurement shown here in Fig. 12 has a similar
trend as the case of L = 200 in Fig. 3.
C. Interference Alleviation
Besides energy-efficiency due to the temporal focusing
effect, the time-reversed waves can also retrace the incoming
paths, resulting in a spiky spatial signal power distribution
focused at the intended receiver. This indicates by using TR,
a transmitter will cause little interference to an un-intended
receiver. In this part, we demonstrate the spacial focusing
effect of TR and the resulting interference alleviation. In
the experiment, we used the time-reversed CIR associated
with the intended receiver as a basic waveform to load data
streams, and moved the receive antenna by a step size of λ/2,
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(a) Layout of the office site
Fig. 10.

(b) Layout of the corridor site

Floor plan and the layout of the test sites.

where λ is the wave length corresponding to carrier frequency
680 MHz.
The received signal power distribution (normalized by the
peak power) in the spatial domain is shown in Fig. 13. We
see that the spike is centered at the intended receiver located
at point (6, 6) for office measurements and (4, 4) for corridor
measurements, whereas the received signal power in the other
locations is only 20 % to 30 % of the signal power in the
intended location. Therefore, it is highly possible that the
interference leakage caused by a transmitter using the TRbased transmission will be much smaller than that without
using TR. We show the interference ratio rI between TR and
direct transmission in Fig. 14, assuming that the power ratio
rP corresponds to a six-finger Rake receiver. We can see that
on average the interference caused by TR transmission is 3 dB
lower than the interference of direct transmission.
One may notice that the interference alleviation shown here
is not as good as that shown in Fig. 4. The reason is that our
system model assumes ideal channel independence among different transmission pairs, e.g., when they are very far apart in
space. Thus, the interference shown by the simulation results
is much lower than the results obtained by measurements,
where the channels are actually not perfectly independent
but correlated. However, as shown in Fig. 14, when the unintended receiver is 2λ (less than 1 m in our experiment) away
from the intended receiver, the least interference caused by TR

transmission can be as low as 6 dB lower, and we can expect
even less severe interference when the un-intended receiver is
farther away. This result demonstrates that TR transmission
has a high resolution of spatial selectivity and low pollution
to the surrounding environment, which makes it a perfect
candidate paradigm for future green wireless communications.
Furthermore, we can observe that the corridor site has better
interference alleviation results than the office site. Because the
office is a more enclosed environment where waves resonate
between walls and lots of objects, the energy dissipates much
slower and the interference is relatively high. Hence, we can
expect further reduction in interference if the communications
take place in the outdoor environment which is an open space.
D. Spectral Efficiency
A prerequisite of TR transmission is that the transmitter
needs to use the time-reversed channel response as the basic
waveform to load data. If the channel is fast fading, then
the receiver needs to continuously transmit short pilot pulses
to the transmitter so that the transmitter can get immediate
CIR. In the worst case, the receiver needs to send pilot
pulses before every transmission attempt of the transmitter,
leading to a spectral efficiency of 50 %. In this part, we
use experiment results to show that the multi-path channel
of an office environment is actually not changing a lot. In
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Fig. 11. Channel impulse responses and temporal focusing effect obtained
from experiments.

this experiment, we measured the channel every one minute,
and a total of 40 channel snapshots were taken and stored.
In the first twenty minutes, the testing environment was kept
static; in the following ten minutes, one experimenter walked

randomly around the receive antenna (about 1.5 m–3 m away);
in the last ten minutes, the experimenter walked very close
to the antenna (within 1.5 m). In other words, snapshots
1–20 correspond to a static environment, snapshots 21–30
correspond to a moderately varying environment, and snapshot
31–40 correspond to a varying environment.
We calculated the correlation coefficient between different
snapshots to gain an idea of how the channel impulse response varies. Fig. 15 illustrates the correlation matrix for
this experiment, where each grid represents the correlation
between two snapshots, whose indices are given by the x- and
y- coordinates. Most correlation coefficients between static
snapshots (1 to 20) are above 0.95, which implies that the
channel responses are strongly correlated when the testing
environment is static. When the experimenter moved around
the antenna, some rays might be blocked and additional
reflection paths might be introduced. Therefore, the channel
response will vary from its baseline, i.e., the static response.
From our experiment, although the correlation drops when
there are human activities near the antenna (snapshot 21–
30) and becomes even weaker when the experimenter is very
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Fig. 13. Spatial focusing effect of the TR-based transmission from the
experiment measurements.

close to the antenna (snapshot 31–40), most of the coefficients
are still higher than 0.8. This suggests that good correlation
is maintained even if the environment is varying, and the
achievable spectral efficiency will be much higher than 50 %.
VI. T IME -R EVERSAL D IVISION M ULTIPLEXING AND
S ECURITY
Due to its special features and focusing effect, the TRbased communications will spark a series of unique wireless
applications, in addition to the low-power low-interference
green communications. In this section, we briefly introduce
two prospective applications based on the TR communication
technology.
A. Time-Reversal Division Multiplexing
In a multi-user system, different users have to find a way to
share the wireless media. Traditional approaches include time
division multiplexing (TDM), frequency division multiplexing
(FDM), and code division multiplexing (CDM). The recent
advance in multi-input multi-output (MIMO) has brought in a

6
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Multiples of λ /2

(b) rI (corridor)
Fig. 14. Interference alleviation by the TR-based transmission obtained by
the experiment measurements.

new multiplexing scheme named spatial division multiplexing
(SDM), where different users can be distinguished by their
channel response vectors due to the equipment of multiple
antennas. In a rich scattering environment, since different
users have different unique multi-path profiles which depend
on their physical locations and TR transmission treats each
path like a virtual antenna, it is possible to utilize multi-path
profiles as a way to distinguish different users, which may
facilitate the multiplexing. Therefore, a new TR-based multiplexing scheme, time-reversal division multiplexing (TRDM),
for a multiuser downlink system can be developed [18].
The TRDM exploits the nature of the multi-path environment, utilizes the location-specific signatures between the
base station and multiple users to separate intended signals,
and thus achieves satisfying performance. Furthermore, the
TRDM approach will make possible numerous applications
that require accurately locating the receiver, e.g., automatic
inventory management in a warehouse, and wireless mailbox
where a server could deliver information to a specific office
in a building.
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the secret message. Nevertheless, for our proposed TR-based
security, this would no longer be a problem, because the
underlying spreading sequence is not a fixed choice but instead
a location-specific signature. For the intended receiver, the
multi-path channel automatically serves as a decipher that
recovers the original data sent by the transmitter; and for
all other ineligible users at different locations, the signal that
propagates to their receivers would be noise-like and probably
is hidden below the noise floor. Therefore, malicious users are
unable to recover the secret message, because the security is
inherent in the physical layer.
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B. Time-Reversal Based Security
Secret communications have been of critical interest for
quite a long time. Because of the fast technology evolution, a
malicious attacker may easily find some low-cost radio equipments or easily modify the existing equipments to enable a
potential intrusion. Moreover, wireless networks are extremely
vulnerable to malicious attacks due to the broadcasting nature
of wireless transmission and often a distributed network structure. As a result, traditional security measures may become
insufficient to protect wireless networks. Therefore, TR-based
communications can be exploited to enhance system security
based on the unique location-specific multi-path profile.
In a rich scattering wireless environment, multiple paths are
formed by numerous surrounding reflectors. For receivers at
different locations, the received waveforms undergo different
reflecting paths and delays, and hence the multi-path profile
can be viewed as a unique location-specific signature. As
this information is only available to the transmitter and the
intended receiver, it is very difficult for other unauthorized
users to infer or forge such a signature. It has been shown
in [20] that even when the eavesdroppers are close to the
target receiver, the received signal strength is much lower
at the eavesdroppers than at the target receiver in an indoor
application, because the received signals are added incoherently at the eavesdroppers. The security based on multi-path
profiles is two-fold: first, the multi-path profile can be used
to derive a symmetric key for the transmitter-receiver pair,
which protects the secret information from malicious users;
second, the transmitter can employ the TR-based transmission
to hide the information from eavesdroppers, thanks to the
spatial focusing effect.
The scheme is somehow like the direct sequence spread
spectrum (DSSS) based secret communications. In DSSS
communications, the energy of an original data stream is
spread to a much wide spectrum band by using a pseudorandom sequence, and the signal is hidden below the noise
floor. It is only those who know the pseudo-random sequence
that could recover the original sequence from the noise-like
signals. However, if the pseudo-random sequence has been
leaked to a malicious user, that user is also capable of decoding

In this paper, we argue and show that TR-based transmission
system is an ideal candidate for green wireless communications. By receiving pilot pulses from the receiver and
sending back the reversed waveforms, the transmitter can
focus energy at the receiver in both spatial and temporal
domains with high resolution, and thus harvest energy from
the environment and cause less interference to other receivers.
We have investigated the system performance, including power
reduction, interference alleviation, and multi-path diversity
gain. The results show that the TR system has a potential of
over an order of magnitude of reduction in power consumption
and interference alleviation, as well as a very high multi-path
diversity gain. Both numerical simulations and experimental
measurements have shown that TR-based transmission can
greatly reduce transmission power consumption and interuser interference. Moreover, strong channel correlation is also
demonstrated, showing that TR can achieve green wireless
communication with high spectral efficiency even in a timevarying environment.
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